Welcome

- Pick up name badges outside
- Help yourself to breakfast
- Wi-fi passcode:
Community Health Improvement in Action (CHIA)
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Why work together?

Networking
Coordinating
Cooperating
Collaborating
Collective Impact

Where are we now?

Exchange info and ideas
+ Alter activities
+ Sharing resources
+ Enhance capacity of other partners

Networking → Coordinating → Cooperating → Collaborating → Collective Impact

5 Conditions of Collective Impact

- Backbone Support
- Common Agenda
- Continuous Communication
- Shared Measurement Systems
- Mutually Reinforcing Activites

Source: http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/collective_impact

Common Agenda

What is our shared vision for change?
**Shared Measurement Systems**

How will success be measured and reported?

**Mutually Reinforcing Activities**

How will each partner’s efforts support and be coordinated with others?
Continuous Communication

How will we communicate openly & patiently build trust?

Backbone Support

Who will provide direction, facilitation, and management?
5 Conditions of Collective Impact

- Backbone Support
- Common Agenda
- Continuous Communication
- Shared Measurement Systems
- Mutually Reinforcing Activities

What would it take to launch a CI initiative?
A few Collective Impact resources

http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/collective_impact

II. “Building Capacity for Collective Impact Toolkit Series: Collective Impact Readiness Assessments.” Wholonomy Consulting LLC. Available at: 
http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/resources/collective-impact-readiness-assessments


CONTACT: Sara Jesse
CHIA Project Manager
608-432-3042
sara.jesse@badgerbay.co